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Apache Industrial Services has been a leading industrial 
blasting and coatings contractor for more than three 
decades. The company has earned its strong reputation 
in the petrochemical, industrial and energy sectors.

Throughout 30 years in business, Apache has seen the 
industrial landscape continually evolve. With project timelines 
tightening, waste slag's performance issues had become 
major roadblocks to productivity and profitability. Recent 
OSHA regulations and supply shortages only heightened the 
company's concerns about their current abrasive. 

Apache also knew its techniques and equipment were keeping 
its blasters from optimising their productivity and costs. But 
like any high-quality contractor, the company wanted to know 
exactly what would be gained before switching its blasters 
from one abrasive to another.

As Apache was mulling a switch, its team was contracted to 
oversee blasting operations at a new storage tank facility 
in White Castle, Louisiana, USA with a razor-thin timeline. 
Seizing the opportunity to test waste slag alternatives, Apache 
contacted GMA. We were ready to illustrate exactly how GMA 
NewSteel™ and Black Beauty Fine stacked up.

GMA's Technical Experts organised a full demo blasting trial 
for Apache's Site Manager and Maintenance Manager. The 
trial design mirrored the requirements of Apache's upcoming 
job: three blasters on an eight-tonne pot with a 2mil to 4mil 
required profile.

When GMA performed this side-by-side, real-time comparison 
of GMA NewSteel™ and Black Beauty Fine, the results were 
clear. While both technically delivered the required profile, 

GMA NewSteel™ produced a 2.8mil profile, while Black Beauty 
Fine just squeaked by at 3.9mil. Compared with Black Beauty 
Fine, GMA NewSteel™ cleaned nearly twice as many square 
metres (feet) per hour, with 50% less consumption. 

In all, GMA's garnet abrasive delivered  71% more productivity 
at 15% less cost—and that's not even factoring in the cost to 
paint waste slag's excess profile.

After earning Apache's trust with the comparison trial, GMA 
Technical Experts conducted an on-site situational analysis to 
identify both challenges and opportunities for optimisation. 
We looked into organising multiple blasters around a large 
tank, coordinating the start and stop time of blasters, and 
preparing equipment on time. By ensuring the proper type and 
use of abrasive metering valves, resolving issues with coiled 
hoses and identifying compressors that weren't operating 
properly, we helped Apache reduce risk and avoid downtime. 

“In one day with GMA Garnet™, we completed the amount of  
work that would normally take a week with Black Beauty Slag." 
Apache Foremen Clay Donaldso said. 

By switching from waste slag to a premium garnet abrasive, 
Apache increased productivity by 71%, saved 15% in project 
costs and lowered consumption by 50%—and eliminated the 
health hazards associated with slags. 

Armed with a safer, more productive abrasive and the proper 
blasting technique, Apache's team is getting the job done 
right—and moving on to the next in record time. 

By Kevin Zimont, GMA Americas

A week's work in one day
How a leading industrial coatings contractor unlocked 71% 
more productivity (at 15% less cost) with GMA Garnet™.



GMA maintains continuous 
supply of GMA Garnet™ 
products to meet the needs of 
our customers around the world
In a bid to slow and control 
the spread of COVID-19, 
National and State Governments 
throughout every region we 
operate in, are implementing 
measures and restrictions that 
affect the movement of people, 
and the operation of businesses; 
no industry is immune. 

Our teams around the world are 
doing all we can by navigating 
through the evolving circumstances 
to remain in operation and maintain 
a stable garnet supply to meet the 
needs of customers, especially to 
those who are in essential industries. 

We have been increasing stock levels 
across many of our warehouses 
in each region to further bolster 
GMA’s supply chain. Additionally, we 
are building stock in in third party 
warehouses and working closely with 
our freight providers to maintain safe 
and reliable supply of GMA Garnet™ 
abrasive products. 

As we focus on supporting our 
customers’ business with continuous 
supply of GMA Garnet™ products, 
our focus on the health and safety 
of our people, customers and 
community remains our priority. 

We are taking extra precautions 
to minimise the risk of the virus 
affecting our operations. Some of 
the actions that are in place include 
the implementation of a work from 
home policy for all office-based 
employees, and strict health and 
safety protocols at our mining and 
processing facilities. 

To our customers, thank you for 
your trust and support in GMA 
during these challenging times. Be 
assured that the GMA team will 
work with you to meet your needs 
to the best of our ability.

By Stephen Gobby, GMA Group

Concerned about the costs of 
compliance, risks posed by OSHA 
regulation and the time it was taking 
for work to get done on their sites; 
Contractor Advanced Industrial 
Services worked with BlastOne 
International to develop a cost-
efficient blasting solution for an 
internal 14-metre (48-foot) diameter 
tank at the BP-Husky Toledo refinery. 

The tank had some weldment repairs on 
the floor including new floor patches. 
The existing coating on the new steel 
patches was to be fully blasted and 
feathered into an existing 30 mils of 
sound coating. 

The underside of the tank roof comprised 
of the flat section of the roof and panels. 
Both had a very thin coating with a 
significant amount of rust coming off in 

large sheets. The roof support beams 
were in sound condition, consisting of 
steel sectioned C-channels with a very 
thick 30 to 40 mil coating.

AIS estimated that they would require a 
truckload of slag - approximately eight 
to 10 bulk bags with at least a minimum 
of seven bags; and takes up to four 
days to complete. However, BlastOne is 
confident that GMA ToughBlast™ garnet 
abrasives can get the job done faster 
with less abrasive consumption. This 
alternative abrasive from GMA was put 
to the test. 

While blasting on the floor patches, 
the blasters experienced a significant 
increase in speed and noted that the 
edges feathered in much quicker. They 
couldn’t believe how little dust there was. 

When it came to blasting the roof, 
the blasters were blown away by the 
incredible speed of how quickly they 
could move the nozzle and remove the 
coating. The steel beams with sound 
coating were effectively cleaned without 
having to completely re-blast these. 

The project was completed within one 
and a half days of actual blasting time 
and over two bags of GMA ToughBlast™ 
were consumed. This was less than half 
the amount of slag originally estimated! 

In addition to the overall project 
cost reduction, switching to GMA 
ToughBlast™ has also helped the 
refinery reduce its green space (landfill) 
and remain in compliance with OSHA 
Beryllium regulations. 

By Jim Gooden, BlastOne International 

Blasting maintenance at BP-Husky refinery 
completes at half the time and cost

In addition to the overall project cost reduction, switching to GMA ToughBlast™ has also helped the refinery reduce its green space (landfill) and remain in compliance 
with OSHA Beryllium regulations.

High precision 
waterjet cutting 
garnet for 
German military 
university
The Helmut-Schmidt University 
in Hamburg, Germany has been 
educating and preparing specialists 
and executives for country’s future 
generation of armed forces for 
over 40 years. 

On top of academic studies, the 
university is focussed on scientific 
work and forward looking research in 
the areas of mechanical and electrical 
engineering, particularly in automotive 
and telecommunication engineering. 

The ongoing research work involves the 
use of a waterjet cutting machine by 
FLOW due to its versatility in cutting 
almost any material and in various 
thickness. In fact, cutting through a 
material thickness of 200m can be 
easily achieved.

The quality of the cut is important 
to the research team. That’s why, 
the team has been relying on GMA 
ClassicCut™ 80 – the finest quality 
garnet to not only produce high 
precision cutting, but for faster cutting 
with minimal downtime. 

By Martin Rebert, GMA Europe

The ongoing research work at the university involves the use 
of a waterjet cutting machine and GMA ClassicCut™ 80 to 
produce high precision cutting with minimal downtime. 

GMA has been increasing stock levels across many of our warehouses in each region and building 
stock in third party warehouses to further bolster the company’s supply chain. 
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JETTALK JETTALK

F E AT U R E  S E R I E S
JetTalk is a series on waterjet 
cutting tips and solutions 
contributed by our experienced 
waterjet solutions team.

JetTalk: Selecting the right cutting technology 
for your project 
There are various industrial 
cutting technologies available 
in the market such as waterjet 
cutting, laser, plasma and Electrical 
Discharge Machining (EDM). 

Selecting the right cutting technology 
for your project may depend on a 
number of variables such as the type 
and thickness of the material, the level 
of precision and quality of the cut. 

Let’s explore these options including 
the capabilities and advantages of 
each technology.

Abrasive Waterjet Cutting 
Waterjet cutting is a cold cutting process which uses a combination of 
garnet abrasives and high-pressure stream of water to cut almost any 
material such as steel, titanium, stone, wood and glass. The pressure 
applied during the cutting process can range from 60,000 to 90,000 psi.

Plasma Cutting
Plasma cutting is a thermal process where electrically heated ionised 
gas – plasma is forced through a small nozzle orifice in the torch; it 
generates an electric arc cuts through the material by melting it at high 
temperature of up to 22,000° C (40,000° F).

Laser Cutting 
Laser cutting is also a thermal process where a focussed beam is directed 
at the material. The material either melts, burns, vaporises or gets blown 
away by a jet of gas. 

Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM)
Also known as spark machining, EDM is a production process which 
directs high-frequency spark discharges from a graphite or soft metal 
tool at the material to cut/remove electrically conductive materials such 
as hardened steel or carbide. 

Abrasive Waterjet Plasma Laser EDM

 Cutting Process
High pressure water/ 
abrasive stream.

Melting/burning high 
temperature process, 
using gas.

Melting process, using
concentrated laser light 
beam.

Erosion process, using
electrical discharge. 

 Appearance

No heating effects or 
material deformation. 
High cutting edge 
quality.

Visible heat affected 
zones. Possibility of 
deformation.

Burnt marks are visible.
Possibility of deformation, 
cracking or tension on 
material. 

Clean and smooth edge 
quality.

 Materials
All types of materials. Primarily steel, stainless 

steel and aluminium. 
Primarily steel, stainless 
and aluminium.

Suitable for hardened 
steel.

 Thickness / Profile

Up to 300mm / 12 
inches.

Typically between 50 
-75 mm / 2-3 inches 
depending on the 
material.

Typically up to 25mm / 
1 inch or less, depending 
on the material.

Up to 300mm / 
12 inches.

 Part Accuracy
Up to 0,025mm /
0,001 inches.

Up to 1,52 mm /
0,06 inches.

Up to 0,05 mm / 
0,002 inches.

Up to 0,01 mm / 
0,0004 inches.

 System Settings
Fast and easy setup for 
all materials.

Different setup for 
different jobs.

Different setup for 
different jobs.

Different setup for 
different jobs.

 Cutting Speed
Significant higher 
cutting speed on thick 
materials.

Limited cutting speed 
on very thick materials.

High cutting speed on 
thin steel plates.

5 – 10 times lower than 
waterjet.

 Edge Quality
Excellent, including 
thick materials.

Fair. Excellent for thin plates Excellent.

By Kjeld Lauritzen, 
GMA Europe

The capabilities and advantages of each cutting technology: 
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B4- Air supply.
A cool, dry air supply should be used 
to transport the abrasive through the 
blast hose and to propel it onto the 
surface to be cleaned. Damp air can 
cause agglomeration of the abrasive and 
blockages in the hose. It can also cause 
moisture to condense on the substrate, 
leading to possible coating failure due 
to blistering. 

The air supply should also be free from 
compressor oil, as this could contaminate 
the abrasive and subsequently, the 
cleaned surface.

B5/B6 – Abrasive metering valve.
The metering valve is a critical part of the 
abrasive supply to the nozzle. This valve 
precisely controls the amount of abrasive 
introduced into the airstream. 

Too little abrasive will produce an 
incomplete blast pattern resulting in 
reduced productivity, because of some 
areas needing to be re-done.

Excess abrasive causes the particles to 
collide with each other, reducing  
velocity and ultimately affecting the 
quality of finish.

What to check for in equipment 
set-up:
Compressor capable of supplying air at 
the required pressure and volume.

Blast nozzle balanced with available air 
supply. Precise and repeatable abrasive 
metering valve.

Correctly sized blast hose rated at the 
relevant working pressure.

B1 - Ensure that the correct air 
pressure is used.
Optimum blasting pressure is at least 
100 psi. If lower pressures are used, 
productivity will almost certainly 
be reduced. 

Air pressure should be measured at the 
nozzle, rather than at the compressor, 
as there will be an unavoidable drop in 
pressure between the compressor and 
the nozzle, especially when long hose 
lengths are used. 

Nozzle pressure should be measured 
with a hypodermic needle gauge 
inserted into the blast hose, directly 
before the nozzle.

Throughout the world, GMA Garnet™ is used as a blast cleaning abrasive across a wide variety of industries. The three-
part guidelines on blasting tips and techniques will enable you to achieve a more efficient and effective blast operation. 

BlastTalk: The ABC of Abrasive Blasting 

PART B – MAXIMISING THE EFFICIENCY OF THE BLASTING OPERATION.

B2 – Use the correct blast hose for 
the job.
Good quality blast hose should always 
be used and the correct diameter 
selected in order to ensure that friction 
losses are minimised. 

A rough guide to sizing, is that the blast 
hose diameter should be between 3 
and 5 times that of the nozzle. Hose 
lengths should be kept as short as site 
conditions will allow and correctly 
sized couplings fitted in order to avoid 
unnecessary pressure loss throughout 
the system.

B3 – The blast nozzle.
The size of the blast nozzle orifice will 
affect the productivity of the blasting 
operation. The larger the bore, the 
bigger the area blasted, facilitating 
faster production rates. 

However, in order to achieve the desired 
surface finish, the volume and pressure of 
the air supply needs to be high enough to 
ensure that abrasive velocity is maximised.

Hence, there needs to a balance between 
compressor, hose and nozzle sizes.

There are standard tables available from 
equipment manufacturers which indicate 
appropriate nozzle and compressor sizes.

Nozzle type also affects the blast pattern 
and productivity. Straight bore nozzles 
produce a narrow blast pattern, commonly 
used for spot blasting.

Venturi nozzles produce a wider pattern 
along with increased abrasive velocity, 
facilitating higher productivity.

Blast nozzles should be regularly 
inspected and replaced if necessary. The 
nozzle liner will become worn over time 
and the resultant increased orifice size 
will require more air in order to maintain 
nozzle pressure and abrasive speed.

The design of your blasting equipment can have a major influence on the surface 
preparation condition obtained, and on the efficiency of the blasting process. The correct 
blast pressure, abrasive supply, nozzle type, and blasting technique must be used to ensure 
the steel surface meets the desired specification and the costs are minimised. 

By John Halewood, 
     GMA Group

F E AT U R E  S E R I E S
The Garnet Edge now includes 
BlastTalk - a series on blast cleaning 
tips & solutions to help you achieve 
maximum value and results in your 
blasting projects.
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F E AT U R E  S E R I E S
BlastTalk is a series on blast 
cleaning tips & solutions to help 
you achieve maximum value and 
results in your blasting projects.



GMA Garnet™ vs 
Silica Sand at EGYPS
One of the top questions by visitors at the GMA 
booth at the Egyptian Ministry of Petroleum and 
Mineral Resources (EGYPS) show this year was 
the benefits of using GMA Garnet™ abrasives 
over silica sand in a blasting project. 

“This question provided a great opportunity for our 
team to explain the commercial benefits of using GMA 
Garnet™ abrasives in helping them achieve higher 
productivity and to minimise downtime,” GMA Middle 
East Business Development Ajay Thanki said. 

Furthermore, the silica sand used in abrasive blasting 
typically fractures into silica dust and becomes 
airborne. †When inhaled into your lungs, it can lead to 
the development of lung cancer, silicosis (an irreversible 
scarring and stiffening of the lungs), kidney disease and 
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.

“We will be planning a series of blast trials to 
demonstrate the benefits of switching to GMA Garnet™ 
abrasives to our prospective customers,” Ajay added. 

From left: GMA Middle East Waterjet Manager Hemanshu Dawda, Marketing 
Manager Sami Attia and Finance Manager Girgis Samir from D Trading Co., GMA 
Middle East Business Development Manager Ajay Thanki and D Trading Co. 
Marketing Coordinator Mohamed Mostafa. 

Department Manager - Blast Division Steffen Glade (left) with Sales 
Manager – Blast Division Christian Arlt from GMA Europe at one of the 
surface preparation road shows in Hannover, Germany. 

Surface Preparation 
road shows for the 
corrosion protection 
industry in Europe 
Together with SLV, Elcometer and Monti; GMA 
presented innovative solutions for the corrosion 
protection industry at two road shows in February 
this year.

Held at GSI facilities in Hannover and Berlin, visitors 
received an impressive overview of our blasting abrasives, 
blasting and measuring equipment, as well as certification 
and training opportunities.

The GMA team looks forward to meeting more visitors at 
the upcoming road shows in Stuttgart and Hamburg later in 
the year. 

In March this year, GMA Europe Department Manager - 
Blast Division Steffen Glade has also represented GMA at 
the Geholit + Wiemer symposium in Bremen, Germany. 
According to Steffen, visitors from the paint industry 
were keen to learn more about GMA’s range of high-
performance blasting abrasives. 

By Kristina Kothe, GMA Europe

Safety training 
course for GAC 
employees
Over 30 employees at Garnet Arabia 
Company (GAC), GMA’s joint venture 
company in Jubail have completed a Safety 
Training Course in March this year. 

The three-day course comprised of basic first 
aid and CPR techniques. Participants were 
trained to respond to various critical emergency 
situations such as CPR, choking, heart attack, 
bleeding, shock, heatstroke, musculoskeletal 
injuries and burns & scalds.

"We want our employees to have the 
knowledge and confidence to respond to most 
emergency situations," GAC General Manager 
Soni John said.  

By Mohammed Al Towileb, Garnet Arabia CompanyA GAC participant administering CPR during the training. 

GMA is ICV certified
GMA has been a certified member of the In-Country 
Value (ICV) programme by the Abu Dhabi National Oil 
Company (ADNOC) since 2018. 

The ICV programme is a procurement-led initiative that aims 
to help boost ADNOC’s ICV contribution by focusing on local 
supplier selection, the development of UAE Nationals, and the 
localisation of critical functionalities in the oil and gas industry.

Launched in 2018, the programme is designed to create deep 
social and commercial benefits that contribute to sustainable 
economic growth and development. 

It will promote GDP diversification, create job opportunities 
for UAE Nationals in the private-sector, and provide local 
businesses with more opportunities to participate in ADNOC 
contracts & purchases. 

"We are committed to supporting this programme which foster 
sustainable growth and economic success in the region," GMA 
Middle East Giresh Ragoowanshi said.  

By Ajay Thanki, GMA Middle East

This year’s EGYPS was held at the Egypt International Exhibition 
Center in Cairo, Egypt from 11 to 13 Feb 2020. The show 
provides a unique opportunity for contractors, suppliers, and 
customers to network, learn and discover new products related 
to the Oil and Gas industry in Egypt.

By Hemanshu Dawda, GMA Middle East

GMA has been a certified member of the ICV programme since 2018.

†Source: Silica dust (cancer.org.au)
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Being acknowledged, working with great people, and having a good working 
environment top the list of things that Luisa likes about GMA. 

Kevin enjoys his tasks 
and challenges at work 
15 years of service

A reliable GMA employee for the past 15 years, 
Kevin Atkins makes sure that everything is 
running smoothly at the garnet processing plant 
in Geraldton, Western Australia each day. 

The Leading Hand can also be found mentoring his 
workmates, sharing his knowledge of the plant and 
machines. Having dabbled in other trades before 
joining GMA in early 2005, Kevin stayed on with GMA 
and remained dedicated to his role. 

“I enjoy my job and all its challenges,” he says. 

He also enjoys being surrounded by positive people 
at work. For Kevin, his coworkers have become his 
second family, as can be seen from the inside jokes 
they share. 

“Thanks to ‘Kevi’ for teaching me everything I know, 
but you still annoy me sometimes,” Brent banters.

“Should be still looking after the plant,” Juppy jests.

Aside from spending time with his family, Kevin has 
an interest in motorbikes and enjoys fishing.

By Jacqueline York, GMA Mining Australia

Kevin enjoys being surrounded by positive people at GMA. 

GMA values its people
 10 years of service

For the past 10 years, Luisa Di-Renzo has been an 
essential part of GMA’s Perth office. 

As an Accounts Officer, she is responsible for accounts 
payable and accounts receivable while supporting month-
end processes as well as processing payroll for GMA 
Australia employees. 

What kept Luisa going all these years are the variety of 
tasks she performs at the office and being surrounded by 
supportive managers and team members.

According to Luisa, there is “sincere appreciation” within the 
company. “GMA values its people,” she says. 

Being acknowledged, working with great people, and having 
a good working environment top the list of things that Luisa 
likes about GMA. 

That’s why one of her most memorable moments was when 
she was offered a permanent position after working as a 
temporary employee. “It was a good feeling to be accepted 
in the role,” she recalls.

When she is not busy processing and receipting payments at 
the Perth office, Luisa enjoys playing the piano, reading, and 
keeping fit. 

By Stephanie Cheong, GMA Group

Proud to be a part of GMA
20 years of service

Twenty years ago, Tiziano Cher 
approached his first customers in 
Italy, France and Africa. 

The International Product Manager 
- Waterjet Parts from GMA Europe 
focussed on providing them with 
value-for-money solutions for abrasive 
blasting and waterjet applications 
Together with his small but passionate 
and hardworking team at the 
Frankfurt office, they were successful 
in securing long-term partnerships 
with various customers.

Two decades later, that focus remains 
the same. 

“I am always committed to build 
relationships and to understand our 
customer’s priorities in order to deliver 
the right product to their specific 
requirements,” Tiziano says.

He personally visits GMA’s end users, 
distributors, and suppliers from 

various industries, including aviation, 
aerospace, defense, and automotive. 

“It’s amazing to see how GMA has 
grown over the past 20 years. I am 
proud to be a part of a successful 
company who is focussed on 
developing a sustainable future for 
our business, our customers and our 
employees,” he says.

During his free time, Tiziano delights in 
traveling, spending time with his family, 
and skiing in the Dolomites. 

According to him, “One of the coolest 
rewards of winter sports is that when 
I build confidence on the slopes, that 
confidence transfers to other areas of 
my life.” 

“At the Dolomites, I can recharge my 
batteries to better focus on my future 
challenges and opportunities in the 
years to come.”

By Stephanie Cheong, GMA Group

Tiziano finds that one of the coolest rewards of winter 
sports is that when he builds confidence on the slopes, 
that confidence transfers to other areas of his life. 

Jess’ workmates keep her going
15 years of service

Jessica Gillespie first joined GMA 
as a Laboratory Assistant in 2005. 
She has since worked her way up 
to Quality Control Officer and is 
celebrating 15 years of service 
this year.

Known as Jess to her colleagues 
at the Geraldton office in Western 
Australia, she lists stability, finding 
solutions to new challenges, and her 
workmates as her favourite things 
about working at GMA. 

Her colleagues keep her energised 
and motivated at work, and they feel 
the same way about her too.

“Working with Jess for the past 15 
years has been great!” says Donna 

Collis. “I feel so lucky to work with 
her. She is an invaluable member 
of our team and her efforts and 
enthusiasm is contagious. I look 
forward to many more years of us 
working together.”

Wayne Dawson agrees. “Jess is a real 
team player. She is always helping 
others, whether it is with technical 
knowledge, analytical data, or passing 
on her knowledge of laboratory work 
practices. Jess is also a very diligent 
staff member who shows great care 
and consideration in all she does.”

Outside of work, Jess likes to travel, 
hike, kayak, camp, study, and  
practice yoga.

By Jacqueline York, GMA Mining Australia

Jess (right) receiving the service award from 
GMA CEO Stephen Gobby.
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The GMA team lent a helping hand in preparing a warm dinner for families who are staying at the Ronald 
McDonald House (RMHC) in Perth, Western Australia in March this year. 

The 'Home for Dinner' programme invites groups from the community to come in and prepare a meal for the families staying 
at RMHC. The team’s family members and friends of GMA were also invited to help out in the RMHC kitchen. 

Our group was supervised in the kitchen by the delightful Irish chef Louise. Together, we whipped up a delish menu of lamb 
wraps, chicken katsu, risotto, salad, sausages and buns, with brownies, chocolate mousse and fruit salad for dessert. Gordon 
Ramsay would have been proud!

“What a humbling experience our team had just encountered, preparing and serving dinner to families that are doing it a little 
tougher than us right now, both emotionally and physically,” GMA Asia Pacific Sales Administrator Emma McCarthy said. 

“I am particularly grateful that I could share this opportunity with my 16 year-old daughter as GMA encourages our families 
to be a part of this community initiative. Thank you GMA!”.

By Clinton Ward-Horner, GMA Group

Warm, nutritious dinner for families at RMHC

The GMA team were all ready to serve the food they had prepared for the families at RMHC. 
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GMA Garnet Group

GMA Garnet Group (GMA) is the trusted global leader in industrial garnet and has been providing the highest quality garnet 
abrasive to the waterjet cutting and protective coating industries for over 35 years. GMA is the only global garnet supplier 
to own the complete supply chain from source and processing to international distribution. We deliver specialist advice 
and distribute a complete range of premium abrasive products to more than 80 countries from our own warehouses and a 
network of more than 100 distributor outlets.

A S I A  P A C I F I C  •  A M E R I C A S  •  E U R O P E  •  M I D D L E  E A S T 

Level 4, 108, St Georges Terrace 
Perth, Western Australia 6000

T +61 8 9287 3200
E info.global@gmagarnet.com  gmagarnet.com
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